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Between  Two DesertsBetween  Two Deserts

By Germaine Shames

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 176 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.4in.Jerusalem lies at the end of an old Roman
road, a city swathed in light and sorrow. Coming to Jerusalem to fulfill her grandfathers dying
wish, Eve Cavell finds herself poised at the fault line of three worldsMuslim, Christian and Jewish.
Soon she attracts the attention of Mozes Koenig, an elderly author in search of a heroine. Eve, with
her lodestar eyes and solitary dance, captivates the old mans imagination, and together they create
an opus to humanity in a city made of stone. With lyricism and allure, Germaine Shames captures a
world of compassion amid chaos and peace within war through her characters triumphs and
calvary. Reviews of Note: Shames, a former Middle East correspondent, skillfully intertwines the lives
of this diverse cast of characters to produce a tightly executed, emotion-filled work. Publishers
Weekly (The novelist) creates the intense atmosphere of an unstable world with grace and a sort of
lyric power. National Public Radio One might expect the journalist and novelist to approach this
story quite differently, but in Between Two Deserts, foreign correspondent Germaine Shames has
realized...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is straightforward in read better to fully grasp. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I found out this
ebook from my dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Pr of . Lor ine Gr im es-- Pr of . Lor ine Gr im es

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any publisher. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the 50 % from the book. I discovered
this book from my dad and i advised this publication to discover.
-- Dr . Willis Wa lter-- Dr . Willis Wa lter
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